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Wedding dresses are such an opportunity for any bride to show their unique sense of style and to really make a fashion
statement. Gone are the days of the plain ?meringue' style wedding dresses with a little cute well-placed bow; now we
are daring to be different! 


In fact, one of the latest trends is to offer wedding dresses that can be used again. Not only is this a great idea from a
budget point of view, but it is also reflective of the simple lines that are part of the modern trend in wedding dresses.
Arguably, this fashion is due to the ever increasing age of first time brides as well as the large number of second
weddings. 



Wedding Dresses for the Winter Wedding 



Whenever we think about wedding dresses, we automatically think of a warm, summer's day, with a crisp, wafting white
dress to match. However, there is a growing trend towards winter weddings. Winter wedding dresses may not be pure
white and are often the preferred choice for second time brides. 



Trends in winter wedding dresses include deep red colored dresses or dresses that include a large amount of black.
Another great idea is to include a fur collar, or long fake fur coat. If you love a touch of luxury and you want something a
little different, then winter wedding dresses may just be the thing for you! 



Wedding Dresses for the Summer Wedding 



The key to summer wedding dresses, this year, is color. Many wedding dresses are now using substantial amounts of
colored fabric to add a classic touch to an otherwise traditional white or cream dress. 



Weddings are becoming much more sophisticated; generally, brides will select a theme that they will maintain throughout
all aspects of their wedding. Wedding dresses must, of course, fit into this theme and as such colors and accessories are
vital. Popular, seasonal colors for wedding dresses include lilac, pink, blue and yellow. Often, brides will choose a half-
color theme where the bodice is colored or the skirt is colored, but the other half of the dress is kept in a plain cream or
white. 



Subtle is the name of the game with modern wedding dresses. 



Wedding Dresses ? Standing Out From the Crowd 
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Today, wedding dresses are all different; no-one wants to look the same as the next bride and, naturally, brides go to
extreme lengths to make sure that they stand out from the crowd. Of course everyone wants to do so in a classy and not
trashy way! It seems that individually designed wedding dresses are the way of the future. By commissioning a made to
measure dress you can make sure that it fits perfectly, is exactly what you want and above all, is unique. 



Wedding dresses are an expression of your personality, so don't hold back; let your imagination run wild! 
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